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PART TWO:

SOVIET PARAPSYCHOLOGY

The Law of Unselfish Love—
PSI in Animals
by Barbara Ivanova
Abstract
It has often been reported that animals display parapsychological qualities.
This article surveys the Russian literature in the field as well as my own
informal studies with my cat Dayashka.
The scientific journal Science and Life (Nauka y Zhizn) carries a regular
column under the heading of “Our Smaller Brethren”. In number 12 of 1975, a story
entitled “My Life-Saver” described a very interesting case which illustrates (along
with thousands of other cases) that animals have a faculty of precognition and are
able to use it volitionally to rescue people. In brief, a certain tom-cat, Smoke, one
evening returned home early after only half an hour of meandering around. During
the night, Smoke did not let his master sleep. Several times he woke his master and
made him go to the door as if asking to be let out. And then Smoke would not leave,
but instead sat in the doorway and meowed alarmingly. Finally, as his master went
to bed again, Smoke meowed loudly and tried to pull the bed-covers off. This seems
to indicate that in one way or another, he wanted to get his master out of bed. The
man, thinking, "What is the matter with this cat?", finally got up and followed the
cat to the door once again. Suddenly, there was a loud noise. A very large portion of
plaster from the ceiling had fallen on the pillow, covering it completely. Clearly,
serious damage would have occurred if he had not followed his pet. And as far as
Smoke was concerned, the cat, who had exposed himself to danger by remaining
near the bed to summon his master and pull off the covers—now looked at the bed,
the ceiling, the master, and then nonchalantly walked through the door and into the
night. He had nothing more to do in the house for the moment. Thus ends the story.
"Coincidence,” you say? There are definitely too many coincidences. And not only
with cats.
On October 10, 1976, “Izvestia,” the official Soviet newspaper, published an
article—“Mysteries in the World of Animals.” The following question was put to the
readers: “If you throw a stone into the river and your dog finds it and brings it back,
how can he find the exact stone underwater? How can he use his sense of smell
there? The dog has to be guided by a still unknown ‘sixth sense’ for orienting
underwater", writes the author. He then relates other cases of dogs finding their
way in an unknown terrain, running hundreds of kilometers through woods and
towns, etc.
In the book Operation ‘Ch\ written by B. Riabinin (Moscow, 1976), there is an
essay on “Accuracy in finding Directions and Fidelity." Many case histories are
given which illustrate a synchronicity between the time and moment of illnesses
and deaths of dogs when their masters who were very far away would become ill
and die. One specific case described a dog that became ill and would not eat for
three days. The dog laid in a doorway and periodically howled with tears. Following
this period, the dog got well and resumed its normal behavior. Two days later, the
family received news that the dog’s master had been involved in an airplane
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accident, was unconscious for six hours, and literally spent two days at death s
door. At the exact moment when the hospitalized master was being operated upon
and died, the dog began howling. The dog also began again when the funeral began
miles away.. . . Coincidences?
Riabinin's book describes a dramatic occurrence. A dog belonging to one of
Napoleon’s soldiers lost in Russia ultimately wound up finding his master after
travelling for a year and a half. The dog had to pass through parts of Russia, all of
Poland, Germany, and parts of Italy as well as France! There were rivers, towns,
woods and numerous other dangers encountered.
Cats too have been known to demonstrate abilities for finding their masters
and the will for it. There is a story about Lisa, the cat who walked over 600
kilometers during one wintry month to find her way back home. The trip away from
home she had made in a basket while travelling on a train. Therefore it would not
have been possible to remember the correct route back. Another case described
involves a cat who came home by covering 1250 kilometers during a single month!
Horses have also displayed direction-finding abilities. In 1944 a whole herd of
horses was transported by train from Mongolia to Kazakhstan. On one rainy day,
the horses were left alone in a meadow. Then they mysteriously disappeared.
Three days later, they were all stopped by frontier guards at the border of Mongolia.
There are even cases involving wolves. Prof. P. Manteufel described a tame
wolf that was transported in a closed box from the Moscow Zoo to be displayed at a
conference on animals. The wolf escaped but ran directly back to the Zoo and into
its cage.
How can we explain all this? Birds, butterflies, fish, etc. how do they find
their way? Instinct? What is instinct? A word—not an explanation. How does in
stinct of this kind operate?
Let us take the concept of the “biological clock which functions in people
and animals as well as in plants. They “go to sleep’ by closing their leaves at exact
times which are typical for a given plant. All living beings seem to be marvelously
auto-regulating and self-restoring cybernetic systems which work much better than
even the most sophisticated systems created by man.
Riabinin’s essay continues to illustrate the “Law of Unselfish Love. Dogs
have been known to save small children by carrying them out of a house just
minutes before the roof comes crashing down. It has been reported that many
dogs sense the imminence of earthquakes and to rescue people by leading them
out of dangerous areas. Wise men in villages, who trust in animals and their
abilities to foresee events have often been able to predict earthquakes and avalanches and act accordingly helping to save others, too. Non-believers wound up
perishing Many dogs have risked their lives by staying in a dangerous area instead
of running away. The “Law of Unselfish Love" has often proved stronger than the
will to live. But the main source of all these facts, and the animal s means of
acquiring such parapsychological information—how and when to act, where to
run, how to override the instinct of self-preservation, helping others, etc—all that is
still unknown. Where is the source of such information? How do the animals get it.
Why do they sacrifice themselves? What is this Law?

My Psychic Cat Dayashka
For several years I have observed the behavior, gifts and parapsychological
qualities of my cat, Dayashka, and I have experimented on him in these directions
(but logically, without cruelty or other negative attitudes). Here, in short, are some
examples taken from my diary which I have kept for several years.
“Dayashka!”
“Mew-rrr-eek?"—(A clearly interrogative intonation.)
“You are impolite, sitting with your back to me! Turn! Tail there, head here!"
And he turns, just as I say the words, not in the least bit in a hurry and looking at me
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with haughtiness, as always. How did he understand? Does he know the words?
Once his nose was dirty. I said: “Your nose is dirty! Wash it!" I did not expect
any reaction and said it jokingly. But he immediately began to groom his whole nose
area. How could he know what I wanted him to do? Do cats actually understand
much more spoken language than we suppose them to know? On another occa
sion , I said, “Leave me alone, Dayashka! I have to work. Play with your string!”
Immediately he grabbed the string he plays with and then looked at me as if to
check out my reaction. For a dog, this might be normal behavior—but a cat.
At times it seems to me that it is not me observing him, but quite the reverse.
My friends often react to him at first by saying "How clever and fine! What contact
he has with people!" Some months later, they add “A human cat . . . It’s frighten
ing!” Still later, their reaction was: “It's better not to humanize him further. What a
terribly strong look! We’ll not be surprised if he begins to walk on two legs and then
begins to speak!”
Once I experienced intense physical pain. Dayashka seemed very upset. He
licked my face, and repeated my moans. I fainted. His loud wailing brought me to
my senses. Mewing at the top of his voice, he stood on my chest and looked at me
with eyes filled with fear arid desperation. When my pains ceased, he became
calm. I called my niece who is a biologist and asked her to explain things to me:
“What am I to do with my cat? Why does not an alarm signal work on him'?’” He
should try to escape rather than trying to help me!" Her answer was, “You are a
member of his little pack.” But not many humans would act in such a way—trying
to help instead of running away.
He has a four-word human vocabulary (and many other signal-words which I
can clearly distinguish now in his own cat-language). The human words are: “No",
"Mommy", “Hurrah!” and “Nyum-nyum." The last word, in the language of Russian
children, means “to eat”. Dayashka seems to use all four of these words at exactly
the right moments. No one, who visits me says either “Mommy" or “Nyum-nyum.”
So from where does Dayashka get these expressions? There is nothing miraculous
about it. The sounds are not difficult for cats to pronounce. He is an intelligent cat
partly because I treat him as a friend, speak with him and contact him gently, and
respect him. He also uses many other “words” that are always repeatedly pro
nounced In certain limited situations. Studying the intelligence of animals repre
sents a challenging field of work. There is more to it than we realize.
Thought transmission is something many pet owners have speculated about.
Here is another case: once Dayashka pulled a nail out of the wall. He worked and
worked on it for not less than a hour. Finally, the nail loosened. When I described
this event to some of my friends in Dayashka’s presence, he immediately ran over
to the very spot in the wall where the nail had been and began to illustrate, by
pantomime, how he had pulled out the nail! He had to jump to the top of the door
jamb for this, and then he had to move in a very difficult pose! But he did it. That
was too much! It not only suggested telepathic communication (he caught on to
our thoughts or the sense of our conversation), but his behavior suggested vanity,
pride, and many other human qualities. To this day he has never again approached
that spot in the wall over the door. Many cases like that one show that we undervaluate the inner world of our pets who are our friends and family.
Many cases are known—but we do not pay enough attention, do not draw the
needed conclusions, do not treat the animals as they deserve to be treated. A
friend from the town of Riga told me that from the moment that he developed a very
dangerous illness of his legs, his little dog slept exactly on his sore legs, and sat on
his lap all day long. The dog could not be moved from the spot, literally clinging to
the legs. Later, the same dog faded away and died after a month of this. The master
felt better, the illness disappeared.
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The same situation has since developed with my cat Dayashka. If my knees
hurt, he will sleep on them at night until they are well. If the pain is in my chest,
Dayashka will sleep there, or by my hands if that is where the pain is located. They
type of behavior and effect is well known among pet “owners”, although it seems a
monstrous thing to me that a living being can serve as the “owner” of another one.
A woman who was a teacher and a former colleague of mine told me the
following story (I was a teacher before becoming a parapsychologist): She was
living in a village one summer and found it necessary to go to another one. It was a
long walk and on the way two large black dogs joined her. They were good com
pany. At one point it was necessary to cross a river. Suddenly, while on the bridge,
the dogs would not allow her to continue across the bridge. She tried everything
she could to dissuade them, to frighten them away, but they simply stood in her way
and would not let her cross the bridge. Finally she gave up and returned home. The
next day she was told that a party of drunkards in the forest on the other side of the
bridge had committed some crimes of molestation. The rapes had occurred liter
ally minutes after the time when her two canine companions had prevented her
from crossing the river. The dogs had definitely protected her, possibly even saving
her life. But how could they have “known”? And what caused them to behave in
such a manner? The “Law of Unselfish Love” for humans held with these animals
as well as with other species such as dolphins, horses, etc. Even rats can indicate
danger. It is common knowledge that rats often leave a doomed ship. Here is an
interesting story: The owner of an old ship decided to sink it and collect the
insurance on it. But he was unable to hire sailors for this last voyage because they
had all seen rats leaving the ship. How could the rats have known about the
owner's mental decision-making process? This PSI quality of prescience regarding
future dangers is necessary to any living being during the process of survival and
evolution of the fittest.
I. Zayanchkovsky wrote an article entitled, "Animals as Sinoptics” (weatherforecasters) which was published in a collection of essays (“On Land and Sea”,
Moscow, 1973). He describes very interesting facts which detail how animals feel
and forecast weather changes, natural calamities, etc. In 19021, a glowing cloud of
gas shot up from a volcanic crater on the island of Martinique. In the course of
thirty seconds, the entire town of Sainte Pierre was immolated. Eventually beneath
the ruins of the town were found the charred remains of thirty thousands people
and only one, single corpse of a small cat. As it turned out, long before the eruption
of the volcano occurred, all the birds had flown away from the town. Then serpents
and other reptiles abandoned the town. Finally dogs, cats, and other animals fled. If
the people of the doomed town would have known about and possibly had believed
in this type of animal intuition or “clairvoyance", they might not have perished.
As we know, human beings are animals too. We might have died out or
become extinct long ago without some channel of parapsychological information
which has had a preservative function through all of history. Let us remember so
many cases when people escaped death because they followed the "dim feeling
that something was wrong” or some other hints from the “great unconscious”,
which urged us to save our lives and the lives of others.
But here is another side of the problem: we would be, perhaps, less human
were it not for the "Law of Unselfish Love” and the examples of it that our animal
brethren continue to demonstrate to us, through all of history. We say now: "The
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dog has humanized man". The same is true for other animals. They not only help
us, and occasionally save us by using their psi-faculties, but they continue to
educate and humanize us in other ways, as well. Families who have animals are
generally much more interesting to visit. They are often more sensitive and kindhearted, less aggressive and selfish. Daily contact with any of our animal brethren
of Nature makes us more worthy of being called Human.

Biography
Barbara Ivanova, residing in Moscow, may be written in care of Dr. Gilula. She
is a well known Russian parapsychologist who has been on the lecture
circuit
within the Soviet Union for the last six years .
Barbara teaches a wide
variety of different parapsychological subjects and is fluent in five languages.

JFouriial of (Occult Studies
An Interdisciplinary Approach to Paranormal Phenomena
Due to an overwhelming demand from our readers we are reprinting the original Journal of Occult
Studies in one 300 page volume, index included. Below is an excerpt from Howard Smukler 's initial
editorial.
., __.

EDITORIAL POLICY

Anyone involved in paranormal research knows that there is an enormous void created by a
lack of respectable publications in the field. Despite what many academics say, there are a large
number of students and teachers actively engaged in the serious study of "occult phenomena."
To these imaginative researchers, the important problem becomes, where can I publish my
results.
It is hoped that our Journal of Occult Studies can fill this void with a high quality, academic
treatment of major paranormal research. Our scope is broad and will cover anything from the
standard ESP experience to the problems of UFO’s. In short we are interested in research which
has historically been "hidden” and allowed to exist only on the fringes of intellectual activity. As so
many parapsychologists are now discovering (see the name-change editorial, Psychic, March) all
paranormal activity is part of a larger fabric and the efforts at specialization and departmentaliza
tion only serve to inhibit any solution to the common problems with which we all wrestle.
In addition to its broader coverage, the Journal of Occult Studies intends to present the material
objectively yet tempered with a sympathetic understanding of the field. We do not agree with the
policy of the Journal of Parapsychology (JP, June, 1975) that only significant results should be
published. At the same time we do not approve of the witch-hunt style that accompanied the new
Committee to Investigate Paranormal Phenomena. We will go where the research takes us;.
i know it is the hope of many of us who have labored with the controversy of our field that history
will look back kindly on this embryonic period of occult study. Perhaps when metal-bending is a
common event and extraterrestrial contact has been established, we can all say that we were at
the right place, at the right time and pursued our instincts to the fullest. Hopefully the Journal of
Occult Studies will play a small, but important part in both justifying our efforts as well as unlocking
the eiusive secrets of paranormal events.
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NEW INSIGHT INTO THE NATURE OF REALITY ITSELF!

Colonel Thomas E. Bearden, a research scientist in the fields of military in
telligence and nuclear weapons for over 23 years, has written a definitive book
that vastly expands our understanding of paranormal phenomena.

THE EXCALIBUR BRIEFING
With the incisive power of the Excalibur sword of legend, this book cuts
through the morass of confusing paranormal happenings and provides highly
credible and technically sound explanations. The Excalibur Briefing is written
for the entire range of paranormal "enthusiasts" — from amateur to the most
expert.
Part One discusses specific paranormal phenomena, such as UFO's, mystery
lights, free energy devices, crystal skulls, thought photography, spacemen,
cattle mutilations, psychic surgery, and ghost rockets. All of these phenomena
are then explained by the fascinating theories presented in Part Two. Part
Three contains a wider message, of immense significance to us all. Colonel
Bearden clearly demonstrates the dangers inherent in Soviet psychotronic mind
control research. What may well become classified data is here revealed with a
strong sense of urgency—the West must wake up to this danger before it is too
late.
The author of numerous technical publications, Colonel Bearden is widely
respected in the field of paranormal studies both as a teacher and as a writer.
Foreword by John White.

This is a Quality Paperback Book, 288 pp., 6 by 9 inches, extensively illustrated
with photographs and diagrams. ISBN 0-89407-015-0. A Walnut Hill Book.
$8.95.
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Price:
Tom Bearden
1902 Willis Road S.E.
Huntsville, AL 35801

Book
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$9.95
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